WEX Fleet Card’s custom-built platform saves fleets time and money, both on and off the road.
A FLEET CARD IS ONLY AS GOOD AS THE NETWORK IT RUNS ON.

Some fleet cards utilize the same “one-size-fits-all” infrastructure as credit cards — leaving them vulnerable to fraudsters or identity thieves. WEX Fleet Card, however, runs on a secure, flexible platform custom-built for WEX customers alone.

Our proprietary network captures more purchase data and offers more security features than a credit card network can. That can mean the difference between a fleet card that works every time, or one that leaves your drivers stranded, or you holding the bill for thousands of dollars in fraudulent charges.

A good network is more than a spec sheet. It’s a solution.

HOW YOUR DRIVERS BENEFIT

1. No more planning routes around gas stations.

The WEX Fleet Card goes where you go. It’s accepted at more than 90% of fuel stations and over 45,000 service providers nationwide — even in rural or remote locations. So your drivers never have to waste time or fuel hunting for the right brand name again.

2. Fill up for less.

Our mobile app, WEX Connect, helps your drivers locate the cheapest and closest in-network gas or service station. Drivers can look up stations serving regular gas, diesel, E85, even alternative fuels like CNG – all from their smartphones.

3. Pare down the paperwork.

With the WEX Fleet Card, drivers no longer have to manually collect and submit their receipts. Details for every purchase are available online, instantly, from your computer or smartphone. Meaning drivers can get back on the road faster, hassle-free.
HOW YOU BENEFIT

4. Better insight into spending habits.
WEX Fleet Card captures precise, comprehensive data about every transaction your drivers make. Through our online portal, you can view daily, weekly and monthly spending reports to identify trends at a glance. Or use exception reporting to spot suspicious purchases, where the numbers don’t add up. Even get insight on the go with the WEX Fleet SmartHub mobile app.

5. Prevent stolen cards from being used.
Before every purchase, WEX Fleet Card prompts drivers to enter a unique ID number. Without it, the transaction won’t authorize. So you can better track who buys what — and cards can’t be used if they’re lost or stolen.

6. Stop unauthorized spending before it happens.
Easy-to-set purchase controls automatically limit what, when, even how much drivers can buy. Prevent drivers in advance from buying meals, cigarettes or liquor — even from filling up personal vehicles on your dime.

7. Make fleet management easier and faster.
With WEX’s proprietary network, purchase data automatically syncs to your existing accounting software, so you don’t have to key in lots of data by hand. And you can activate or deactivate cards right from your smart phone with the SmartHub App. Its fleet management, simplified.

Want to learn more about how the WEX Fleet Card can help your small business? Call WEX at 800-761-7181 or visit us at www.wexinc.com.

“With WEX, we were able to tell our drivers they no longer needed to turn in gas receipts, because we could easily see all the information online. Thank you, WEX!”
– Mishawka, VERTICOM, Dallas TX
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